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Almract--The combined approach of linearization a d finite difference method is used to solve an 
analogue of the Boussinesq e uation. A three-level iterative scheme having second order accuracy and 
constant coefficients matrix is devised and used in discussing the dynamic of waves having various initial 
wave packets. The computed results are in good agreement with the available theoretical properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Boussinesq equation 
u,, = u~ + (u2)= + u== (I) 
was derived in 1872 to describe shallow-water waves. This equation can be used to study the 
dynamics of various wave processes when weak nonlinearities and dispersive effects are taken into 
account. 
Makhankov [I] and Bogolubsky [2] derived an analogue of the Boussinesq equation. 
Iskandar and Jain [3, 4] had solved some equations analogous to Boussiuesq equation. 
In this paper, a combined approach of linearization technique and finite difference method is 
presented for computing solutions of the equation 
u,, = Ux,~ + (u2),, + u=,,. (2) 
The special exact solution of this equation is available only in the form of solitary waves [I]. 
We study the dynamics of various wave processes of (2) in four examples. 
2. F INITE D IFFERENCE SCHEME 
Let u (") denote the value of u at the nth iteration and u (°) be the initial guess. We consider the 
following Picard's approximation [5] for equation (2): 
u~,+ l) _ ,,(,+ l). ,,(n+ l) ---= ---xx, +(U2)~7 ), n=O,  1,2... (3) 
The functions in the sequence {u (")} satisfy the boundary conditions specified for u. The 
convergence of the sequence {u (")} to the solution of the original nonlinear problem is linear. The 
sequence of the linear problems given by equation (3) along with the given initial and boundary 
conditions is solved by using the finite difference method. 
For the computational work, we consider a finite interval of the x-axis. The domain in x - t  plane 
is discretized by a grid with step length h and time step k. The exact value of u at the grid point 
(x, t) - (rh, sk) is denoted by u,~ (r -- 0, l, 2 . . . . .  N and s --- 0, l, 2 . . . .  ) while the numerical value 
is designated by Urn. We take 
u l  - 1 
#., - ~'i (u,.,+ l - 2u,., + u,.,_ l) + O(k2), (4) 
I U,~I,.,ffi~-~(U,+I.+I--2U,,,+I+U,_I.+1+U,+z.~_I--2U,~,_I+U,_L,_I)+O(h2+k2), (5) 
(u2), i,., ffi I ~ 2 2 (u,.,+ l - 2u,., + u2,_i) + O(k2), (6) 
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where 
1 
u~x. I,.~ = ~ [(62Ur)s+ 1- -  2(6~u,)~ + (62u,),_ , ] + O(h: + k2), (7) 
(~ 2/'/r)s = Ur + 1,$ - -  2u,,, + u,_ i ,~. 
Substituting equations (4)-(7) in (3) and neglecting the truncation error, the resulting algebraic 
system of equations takes the form 
I~I'TT(n+I) TT(n+I) ~ 91~TT(n+l)  
- trr(') ~2 "~r/rr(~,) U(,,) ~ 2H)U~;) 2(U(n,)~2 --~.'-.',,s+l.I --'..,,' l.'-'r+l,s'l" ,_ l ,sj- l -2(1 " I f "  - -  x . . . .  
__  "J D~,r r (ns  -1) [TT(ns -1)~2 "t-.D~.L/r+ld_ I '  n/rr(ns-I) + Wr_l,s_l/tr(ns-I) ~ (1 " [ - .£O]L /  r . s_  I "~-~Wrd_  I j , 
r= l ,  2 . . . . .  N- l ;  s=l ,  2 . . . .  ; n=0,1 ,2  . . . .  (8) 
where 
1 k 2 1 
B = ~-k  ~-~, H=h-- 5 (9) 
and the superscript n, denotes the final number of iterations required to obtain an acceptable 
approximation to the value of U,~ at the grid points on the line t = sk subject o the criterion [6] 
maxl _,.,r: ~"+ o _ - -  : (" )  l, <<- 10-5, 1 ~< r ~< N. (10) 
r 
A similar definition is valid for the superscript n~_ 1. To investigate the stability of scheme (8), we 
apply Fourier stability method [5]. We drop iteration index and linearize (8) by taking (U,.~+ 1) 2, 
(U,~) 2 and (U,~_l) 2 as CU,.~+I, CU,.~ and CU,.,_I with C as a constant such that 
max {I U,.~+~I, I Ur.~l, I U,.,_ ¿t} < ICl. 
Substituting U,~ -- ~.dlse i(mh'), i = x/-- 1 in (8) we get 
$2-- 2p$ + 1 =0, 
where 
and 
p = I1 -  C +~ sin 2 ~ l / I1 -  C +~(1  + ~)s in  2 ¢1 
mh ¢=- -  
2 
Von-Neumann sufficient condition for stability is 
(l l) 
(12) 
maxl¢(¢)l < 1, 
[7]. Thus for stability both the roots of (11) must have modulus less than or equal to unity for all 
values of ¢. Both the roots of equation (11) have modulus unity as I Pl ~< 1, for all values of ¢ and 
for arbitrary k/h. Hence, the linearized form of the difference scheme (8) is unconditionally stable. 
The local truncation error of scheme (8) is O(k2+ h2). 
3. NUMERICAL METHOD 
Consider the initial conditions 
•r.O = f(rh),  utl,.o =g(rh)  (13) 
and the boundary values u0~ and uu~ are specified for all s. The first initial condition specifies U,.o 
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on the line t = O. We use the second initial condition to find values on the line t = k by employing 
a false boundary and the second-order central difference formula 
~r ! ~ [4r,-I 
u, ,,o = ' 2k  + O(k2)" 
Writing g(rh) = g,, we have the approximation 
U, A - V,._, = 2kg,. 
For simplicity, we rewrite scheme (8) in the form 
- -B(W,+ 1 -Jr- Wr_l)  Jr- ( l  + 2B)W,  = F, 
r - l ,  2 ..... N - I ;  
where 
(14) 
(15) 
s=l ,  2 . . . .  ; n=0,  1, 2 . . . .  (16) 
F= Y2r-2H(U,+, + U,_~) + 2(1 +2H)U,-2U2,+B(V,+, + V,_~)- (1 + 2B)V,+ V, 2. (17) 
B, H are defined in (9) and 
Vr~ rl'(ns-') T]'(ns) l'?'(n) WrE rr(n+l) (18) ~,~ - i . ,  U ,  - _ ,~  , Y r  - -  "~r~ + I ,  "~,~ + I • 
From (15), we replace U,,_i(------ V,) by (W r - -  2kg,) in the linear terms of (16) and by (Y , -  2kg,) in 
the nonlinear terms of (16) to get 
-A(W,+m+W,_t)+( I+2A)W,=G,  r - - l ,  2 . . . . .  N - l ;  s---l; n=0,1 ,2  . . . .  (19) 
where 
G = Y2,-2kg, Y,+2k2g2,-H(U,+l + U,_t) + (1 + 2H)U, 
- -  U~-kB(gr+ ' +gr - i )+k( l  +2B)g,. (20) 
We solve the tridiagonal system of linear equations (19), subject o the known values U,.0, for 
all r and the known boundary values U0a and UN.t, by Thomas algorithm [5] to avoid round-off 
error growth and minimize the storage in the machine computation. 
At the first time level, we use the following iterative procedure: (i) Put Y, = U, for all r. (ii) Solve 
(19) for W, as mentioned above. (iii) Take Y, = W, for all r. (iv) Calculate improved value, of W, 
from (19). (v) Repeat he iterative procedure (i)-(iv) till the condition (10) is satisfied. It may be 
noted that iterative scheme (19) is a two-level scheme having second-order accuracy and has a 
constant coefficient matrix. 
For the time levels {s + 1 Is = 1, 2 . . . .  } we solve the three-level iterative scheme (16) subject o 
the known initial values U,., and U,~_~, for all r, and the known boundary vahms U0., and Urn,, 
for all s. Scheme (16) can be solved for W, in the same way as scheme (19). 
The thrc~-level iterative scheme (16) has the advantage of having second-order accuracy and 
requires the solution of a tridiagonal system having constant coefficients at each time level. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND RESULTS 
In this section, we solve four test examples to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed numerical 
method in studying the nonlinear dynamics of the solutions of the model equation (2). 
Example 1 
Equation (2) has a special solution [1] which describes olitary waves (soliton type solution): 
u(x, t )=A sech2[(~)'/2(x- M't) - x0], (21, 
where A, x0 are arbitrary constants and 
g ffi (1 - s ~ A) -u2. (22) 
C.A.M.W,A. I8/f.----F 
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Consider equation (2) with the following initial data: 
F/A\~t2 -1 
and 
(23) 
/A\U 2 
ut(x, O)=2At~ ) M sech'[(A)'/2x] tanh[(A)'/2x]. (24) 
The boundaries on the right- and left-hand sides have been taken to fit u ,~ 0. For computational 
work, we have chosen A = 0.1, k = 0.25, h = 0.5 and 0 ~< x ~< 115. Numerical computations were 
carried out upto t = 75. The numerical results (represented bycrosses) are plotted in Fig. 1, they 
are compared with the exact solution (soliton). The numerical results coincide with the exact 
solution in 4-5 decimal places, and are obtained in three iterations at each time level. 
Example 2
In this example we consider equation (2), with the initial data (23), 
ut(x, 0) = 0, (25) 
and zero boundary conditions. For computational work, we have chosen A = 0.1, k = 0.25, h = 0.5 
and - 125 ~< x ~< 125. Numerical computations were carried out upto t = 100. The results how a 
symmetric pattern of the wave propagation. Figure 2 represents half the picture of this propagation 
of the wave. The initial stationary wave given by (23) and (25) is disintegrated into two symmetric 
solitary waves of smaller amplitudes moving in opposite directions with oscillating tail between the 
diverging solitary waves. The amplitude of the leading solitary wave decreases with time and the 
tail spreads over a large distance. The number of iterations required to satisfy condition (10) at 
each time level was two. 
Example 3 
Now we study the interation of two solitary waves moving in opposite directions and colliding 
head-on. We discuss two cases when the solitary wave amplitudes are equal in one case and different 
in the other case. 
Case L We consider equation (2) with the following initial conditions. 
and 
(A,'~ '/2 sech2[(~_~)t/2x + Xo 3 tanh[ (~)  '/2x +Xo 3u,(x, O)= 2A, ~-~/] M, 
-2Az(-~)'/2M2 sech2[(-~)'/Zx - Xo] tanh[(-~)l/2x - Xo], (27, 
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Fig. 2. Motion with zero initial velocity (half picture is Fig. 3. Solitary waves head-on collision. 
shown). 
where 
Mmf( I -}A , )  -1/2, M2=( I -}A2)  -u2. 
The boundary condition taken at x = x~.  is 
]/2 A ]/2 
On replacing x~,~ by x~,  in (28) we get the boundary condition at x = Xm~. As a representative 
value of the amplitude we have taken Am = A2 = 0.1, k ffi 0.25 and h ffi 0.5. After some numerical 
trials it was found that x0 = 4.0 and - 75 ~< x ~< 75 were reasonable values for computational work. 
In the present case three iterations were required for the solution to converge at each time level. 
Only arround the middle of collision, five iterations were required to achieve conditon (10). In Fig. 
3, the head-on collision is plotted at different time steps. When the two solitary waves overlap, then 
the joint amplitude is greater than twice the amplitude of an individual solitary wave. It was 
observed that the diverging solitary waves does not change appreciably as a result of the interaction. 
Only a very little decrease in the amplitude of the individual solitary wave occur. 
Case II. In this case, we discuss the interaction of solitary waves having different amplitudes. 
The initial and boundary conditions are taken to be the same as in case I, Example 3. For numerical 
computations, we have taken k = 0.1, h = 0.25, x0 ffi 4.0 and - 125 ~< x ~< 125. A representative 
case is plotted in Fig. 4, for A~ = 0.1, A2 ffi 0.2. In this case, from four to eight iterations were needed 
at each time level for the solution to converge. The interaction is clean in the sense that there is 
no perturbations in the region between the two diverging solitary waves. The amplitudes of the 
initially interacting solitary waves is slightly greater than the amplitudes of the diverging solitary 
waves. 
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Example 4 
In this example, we study the interaction of two solitary waves of equal amplitudes but with 
different signs and moving in opposite directions. 
The soliton type solution of equation (2) has the form (21). This wave moves in the positive 
direction of the x-axis. Replacing (21) by 
__ f A\i l2 ] 
u(x , t )= -A  sech ' / t -g  ) (x + Mt ) -Xo  , (29) 
we get the wave with negative amplitude and moving in the negative direction of the x-axis. 
We solve equation (2) subject to the initial conditions 
u(x, 0) = At sech 2 x + x0 - A2 sech 2 x - x0 (30) 
and 
u,,x, o, xo] x + 
+ <,,, 
The boundary condition taken at x = Xmi n is 
U(Xmin, l )  = a I sech z (Xmi  n - -  Mit) + Xo - As sech z (Xmi. + M2t) - xo • (32) 
On replacing Xm~x by Xmi. in (32) we get the boundary condition at x = x=~. 
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Fig. 5. Solitary waves interaction. 
As a representative case, we have taken At=A2=0.1, k =0.25 and h =0.5. After some 
numerical trials it was found that x0= 4.0 and -100 ~<x ~< 100 were reasonable values for 
computational work. Three iteration were required for the solution to converge at each time level 
according to the condition (10). In Fig. 5, the interaction of these solitary waves is plotted at 
different time steps. In all the numerical results for different values of A, the nonlinear interactions 
of the solitary waves go through the following three stages: (i) the waves fronts steepen; (ii) the 
amplitudes of the waves decrease continuously till the waves almost disappear; (iii) the waves 
reappear with the same shape and slightly smaller amplitudes. In the region of the diverging solitary 
waves, one finds the solution which alternates in sign. The interaction of the solitary waves is 
inelastic and the coefficient of inelasticity increases with the increase in the amplitudes of the 
interacting solitary waves. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Example 1 proved that the iterative implicit difference scheme used is efficient. 
Our study of the solitary wave interaction of equation (2) shows that: 
(i) The head-on collision of two solitary waves with positive amplitudes i  normally clean. Only 
a very little decrease in the amplitude of the diverging solitary waves occur. 
(ii) The head-on collision of two solitary waves with amplitudes of different signs is inelastic and 
the coefficient of inelasticity increases with the increase in the amplitudes of the interacting solitary 
waves. 
In the present paper, we have discussed four examples to get an insight into the properties of 
the solutions of equation (2). Accuracy of the results obtained are checked by refining the grid. 
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Thc numerical  method developed by us provides results which are in good conformity with the 
general ideas given by Bogolubsky [2]. 
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